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ABSTRACT
The emblem of success in psychotherapy research and practice has long been innovation. Although such ingenuity is commendable, it has nonetheless perpetuated fragmentation across the field. At least four decades ago, it was suggested that achieving consensus on what constitutes psychotherapy’s theoretical, empirical, and practical ‘core’ might allow the discipline to evolve beyond its siloed state, as is reflective of mature science. Yet, division remains the rule versus exception, owing in large part to power struggles among disparate schools of therapy and quarrels over whether theory-specific or theory-common factors most account for therapeutic change. We outline here a vision for psychotherapy’s future that is defined by consensus rather than disintegration. Namely, we reiterate the need for the field to invest in clinical strategies that transcend ostensibly incompatible theoretical models. We also argue that psychotherapy research should build on the growing evidence for such clinical strategies in an effort to establish core, evidence-based principles of therapeutic change. We then discuss how establishing consensus will require reconciliation among the mounting evidence for flexible, principle-informed practice with the current realities of training, dissemination, and implementation paradigms. Finally, we articulate ways in which practicing clinicians will serve a vital role in carrying out, and amending as needed, actionable efforts toward psychotherapy consensus.

When invited to contribute to this issue, we were struck by its title, the Future of Psychotherapies. To us, the plurality, while an admirable mark of expansion in one sense, also emphasises the discipline’s stubbornly fragmented nature, with its extensive list of ostensibly disparate psychotherapy models, orientations, approaches, and interests. We argue that the future of this field should weight toward psychotherapy (singular) rather than psychotherapies (plural), a reality that can only be realised after achieving a notable level of consensus—the mark of a mature science.

Despite consensus being identified as a goal for the psychotherapy discipline at least 40 years ago, the prevailing rhetoric has remained that of a power struggle between duel ling therapy schools (of different names) and the falsely dichotomised theory-specific versus theory-common factor camps. Reflecting this, the nature of psychotherapy training remains largely dictated by the theoretical orientation of one’s clinical supervisor or graduate programme, with an emphasis placed on employing theory-specific interventions, often in a manualised or otherwise scripted sequence, despite a dearth of evidence to support doing so. But differently, we would speculate that there is no element of a clinical training curriculum that all programmes agree is essential—another striking example of limited consensus. (In fact, even for a construct like the therapeutic alliance, which is perhaps the field’s biggest achievement in consensual thinking, few programmes formally train on evidence-based alliance practices.) Moreover, even with many clinicians identifying as ‘integrative’, the heterogeneity of integrative approaches leaves us with little agreement on what comprises the core knowledge of psychotherapy. Thus, integrative models add to the aforementioned dizzying list of ways to practice (with even more names/labels!). Consequently, the defining feature of our discipline arguably remains disintegration. Such an impasse necessitates that we begin to metacommunicate about that on which we can agree. We attempt here to start (err revive) this conversation.

Perhaps what psychotherapists and clinical scientists would agree on most is that people are complex, and therefore so too is psychotherapy and therapeutic change. If this tenant is accepted, then it follows with psychotherapy that one size does not fit all. We suspect that many would also agree, at least to some extent, that there are some therapeutic change principles that transcend the seemingly incongruent overarching theoretical models (at the highest level of theoretical abstraction) and their specific theory-based techniques (at the lowest level of theoretical abstraction). Accordingly, rapprochement across divided camps may be possible by divesting from particular theories and techniques and instead investing in core, transtheoretical change strategies (at a middle level of theoretical abstraction) that can be responsively tailored to individual patients. It is at this middle level of abstraction that we have the greatest likelihood of finding commonality to unify our discipline. Working here, with acceptable levels of empirical support for such change principles, therapists can be freed from theoretical loyalties that may inadvertently steer them toward rigidity and away from the evidence base, as well as any cognitive dissonance stemming from ‘not knowing enough about this’ or having ‘not trained on that’ to use such principles effectively.

As we further argue below, shifting toward consensus will require a multipronged approach that includes (a) investigating the nature of, and acquiring further empirical support for, transtheoretical clinical strategies to elevate them to
behind them14). If our D&I and training practices are to reflect and training practices (which have sparse empirical support
digm shift, are long overdue.

One promising means for bringing training practices in line with the evidence is to engage modular trainings that emphasise the importance of identifying key moments in session and responsively using core clinical strategies to personalise psychotherapy to a given patient and therapeutic context.8-9 Within this training approach, a consensually effective therapist would be one who, when faced with a specific clinical scenario, could astutely select and deploy the optimal evidence-based strategy at the appropriate time,8-16 regardless of their main therapeutic orientation. In addition, as the D&I field widens its scope to consider rolling out more than just treatment manuals (eg, progress monitoring12), we believe that accessible, modular trainings on the responsive use of core, consensual principles will need to be added to the docket. Notably, such principle-based trainings would better align with clinician-reported preferences.12

CLINICAL PRACTICE
All of the efforts outlined here will need to be reinforced by input from practicing therapists through a reciprocated dialogue, or two-way bridge.17 After all, the ultimate goal of psychotherapy research is clinical actionability, and it is practicing clinicians who are best equipped to provide feedback on the responsive use of core clinical strategies in real-world settings through trial and error. In the spirit of practice-oriented research,18 we believe clinicians can serve in integral roles throughout the process by helping researchers to design empirical studies that most closely resemble how clinical strategies would be deployed in routine clinical practice, identifying additional transtheoretical strategies worthy of further empirical investigation, and guiding the creation of feasible and acceptable training modules that can feed into D&I efforts and graduate-level training programmes.

CONCLUSION
We feel that the future of psychotherapy must be rooted in consensus across orientations, roles, and professional communities. Put plainly, the accumulating evidence for commonalities across approaches6 and the role of patient, therapist, and contextual factors7-9 calls for us to question the long fragmented and immature state of our science and practice. If we continue to focus solely on promoting our own interests, our contributions will inevitably fade into the background, leaving little lasting impact.19 To achieve meaningful consensus, we will need to learn how to work across the aisle rather than compete against one another. Indeed, this will require that we address our longstanding issues with professional (mis)communication by facilitating discourse across traditionally insulated areas of the literature. With such collaboration, we may begin to shape future research, training, and practice to be more in line with the current evidence base, and one that will continue to reveal and reshape the discipline’s ‘core’. Contributors ANG, MRG and MJC all made substantive intellectual contributions to the content of the manuscript, in accordance with ethical guidelines for order of authorship.
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